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Objective: Develop a simulation process to accurately describe the operation of a bistable compliant mechanism that includes large deformations and 
internal friction.
Motivation
Bistable mechanisms are commonly used in switches 
and other devices that operate in two distinct modes. 
Compliant mechanisms achieve motion by elastically 
deforming a flexible structure without joints. A 
compliant, bistable mechanism can be additively 
manufactured and does not require assembly or 
external springs.
Operation of the Device
Simulation
Large-deformation, finite element simulations were 
performed with Solidworks non-linear solver as well 
as Abaqus/CAE.
a) Neutral position
b) Boss contacts kite
c) Central circle contacts kite
Results and Optimization
Experimental Results have a variety of influencing 
factors not accounted for by theoretical or simulated 
results. These can be accounted for by modifying 
material properties to accurately reflect experimental 
results. 
Physical Testing
A prototype of the design was printed using a FDM 
printer to compare and validate FEA simulations
Future Work
Current research has focused around only one set of 
design dimensions. Alternative design configurations 
will be explored. Further investigation into printing 
methods, infill and size will allow for a greater 
understanding on the effects of these changes in 
compliant mechanisms.  
Design
Psuedo-rigid-body models present a structured 
technique for modeling complaint mechanisms 
